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Abstract  Case Report 
 

Erecta dislocation or lower glenohumeral dislocation is a rare form of shoulder dislocation, Neurovascular 

complications are particularly common in this type of dislocation due to the significant displacement of the humeral 

head and the severity of the causal trauma. We report a case of Erecta dislocation complicated by brachial plexus 

paralysis in a 55-year-old woman managed conservatively. The patient underwent closed reduction under general 

anesthesia. Neurological Recovery took 10 mounths.  At 1 year follow-up the functional result was satisfactory.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Erecta dislocation or lower glenohumeral 

dislocation is a rare form of shoulder dislocation, 

especially in young patients [1]. Neurovascular 

complications are particularly common in this type of 

dislocation due to the significant displacement of the 

humeral head and the severity of the causal trauma. 

 

We report a case of Erecta dislocation 

complicated by brachial plexus paralysis in a 55-year-

old woman with shoulder trauma with a review of the 

literature highlighting the severity of these injuries. 

 

CASE REPORT 
This is a 55-year-old patient, right-handed  

with no pathological history, admitted to the emergency 

room for a closed trauma of the right shoulder following 

a direct trauma (fall on the shoulder stump) responsible 

for pain with total functional impotence of the right 

upper limb. 

 

Clinical examination finds a right shoulder 

blocked in abduction and supported by the healthy limb. 

The attempt to mobilize is very painful. 

The neurovascular exam revealed a loss of sensitivity 

and motor skills of the entire limb. Conventional 

radiography wohsde  a lower glenohumeral dislocation 

(Erecta) without associated fracture (Figure 1). 

 

 

 

The patient was admitted urgently (at H3 of 

trauma) to the operating room where a reduction of the 

dislocation under general anaesthesia was performed 

followed by immobilization with a postural splint. Post-

reduction neurological examination showed persistent 

upper limb paralysis. An X-ray check was performed 

confirming the reduction of the dislocation (Figure 2). 

 

After 3 weeks, Physiotherapy was started 

involving passive mobilization of the shoulder, elbow 

and wrist joints and electrical stimulation.  

 

Electroneuromyography at the 6th objective 

week post-ganglionic right brachial plexus injury.  The 

physiotherapy was continued with monthly clinical 

follow-up.  At 4 months, the patient had started to 

recover finger and wrist flexion. 

 

At the 12-month follow-up, the patient had 

recovered active flexion and extension of the fingers 

and wrist, and active flexion and extension of the 

elbow. In the shoulder area, there was still a slight 

limitation of the range of motion. 

 

Orthopaedic Surgery 
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Fig-1: X-ray displaying the inferior dislocation of the shoulder 

 

 
Fig-2: X-ray after the reduction was achieved 

 

DISCUSSION 
Shoulder dislocation in its erecta form is a rare 

entity, accounting for only 0.5% of all dislocations in 

l′épaule [2, 3]. It is a dislocation of the head in the 

inferior position. The mechanism is an hyperabduction 

that brings the humeral neck into contact with the 

acromion, which serves as a lever for the humerus axis 

[4].  It is frequently accompanied by severe capsular 

and labro-ligamentous lesions, which explains the high 

recurrence rate and the frequent evolution towards 

chronic instability of the shoulder. 

 

 

Erecta dislocation is accompanied in about 

60% of cases by damage to the brachial plexus, most 

often involving the axillary nerve [5], but the lesions 

may also be combined [6]. They are more likely to 

occur in people over 50 years of age [7]. In the vast 

majority of cases, the nerve injury is neurapraxia wich 

resolves spontaneously after a variable period of time 

(sometimes 18 months to 2 years) [8]. 

 

Electromyography (EMG) is not indicated 

immediately and follow-up is clinical only. If the 

neurological disorders persist at 6 weeks after the 

trauma, an EMG test is indicated [9]. There is no 

indication for emergency surgical exploration, as most 

lesions have a good prognosis and evolve favourably 

towards complete recovery, first sensory and then motor 

[10].  

 

The absence of clinical or electrophysiological 

evidence of recovery beyond 3 to 6 months justifient 

surgical exploration for neurolysis, and possibly direct 

nerve repair, nerve grafting or nerve transfer 

(neurotization) [11]. Early intervention is extremely 

important in obtaining a good result. The optimal time 

of nerve reconstruction is regarded as 3 to 6 months 

after injury [12]. Palliative surgery is indicated when 

the time limits for nerve surgery are exceeded or after 

failure of the surgery. The objective is to restore or 

improve the function of the elbow, but also of the 

shoulder and hand through various surgical procedures : 

tendon transfers, arthrodesis and tenodesis [13].  

 

CONCLUSION 
Erecta dislocation is a rare entity with frequent 

neurological complications requiring careful 

neurological examination before and after reduction. 

The prognosis is generally favourable. Spontaneous 

recovery is the rule. 
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